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INTRODUCTION
CORRESPONDENCE of points in two images is a fundamental problem in computer vision and has been the subject of intensive research for over two decades (see, for example, chapter 16 in [7] ). This problem is sufficiently hard that even recent matching algorithms (for some examples, see [10] , [14] , [9] , [16] ) may still make errors. There are two types of errors. The first is to miss a matchÐi.e., not to match the images of a feature which appears in both views. As long as this does not happen prohibitively too often, this type of error is not alarming. The second type of error in which a false match is foundÐi.e., the pixels which image two different scene points are matchedÐis more severe. For instance, in motion estimation, even one false match may affect the results of non-robust algorithms (for example, the least-squares-based algorithms [8] ) as to make them useless. For this reason, in recent years, work has been devoted to estimation based on robust methods. In these works, even if there are false matches in the input, a meaningful result may still be obtained. One of the examples for these kind of algorithms is the work by Zhang et al. [16] . In this work, the fundamental matrix is robustly estimated by minimizing the Least Median of Squares (LMedS) criterion. The search for the proper matrix is carried out by randomly choosing subsets of eight matching pairs. Other examples of robust algorithms may be found in [15] , [13] , [12] .
In this paper, we address the issue of reducing the number of false matches. The percentage of correct matches out of the total number of matches directly affects the computational cost of many robust algorithms. In many of these algorithms, subsets of the matching pairs are chosen and computations are carried out on these subsets (for example, RANSAC in [10] , choice of subsets of eight matches in [16] ). In order to receive the correct answer, some of the subsets chosen should contain only correct matches. The higher the percentage of correct matches, the lower the number of subsets one has to choose in order to ensure (with a certain probability) obtaining some ªpureº subsets.
We present an algorithm which accepts as input a list of matches of which many may be false (even up to 70-85 percent) and outputs a subset of these matches in which the number of false matches is much lower. In other words, the algorithm throws away matches in a such a way that false matches are rejected with a high probability while correct matches are rejected with a low probability. We do this by actively rotating one of the views, an action which ºshakesº away the outliers.
Our algorithm is different from other robust approaches in several ways. First, our algorithm does not carry out computations using the outliers (false matches) and then rejects them based on the results obtained (as is done in the RANSAC paradigm, for example). In other words, our algorithm is applicationindependent. Second, our algorithm's complexity does not increase with the percentage of outliers in the input. In approaches where subsets of features are sampled, the number of samples required increases dramatically with the percentage of outliers. In our algorithm, the complexity does not depend on the percentage of outliers. Last, our algorithm may be applied even in cases where the percentage of outliers is as high as 85 percent. This percentage may be above the breakpoint of many other robust algorithms.
We emphasize that we do not assume knowledge of the relative rotation and translation between the two input views. The only fact we use in our algorithm is that the point matches which are correct are perspective images of the same point in space.
The ideal use for our algorithm is as a postprocessing stage after any automatic matching algorithm. This postprocessing of the list of matches is likely to throw away a large portion of the wrong matches. This allows the user to apply a wider range of robust techniques to further process the matches (for the specific application in mind) and at a lower computational cost. As will be demonstrated, we have used ROR on input from a very naive SSD matcher and have raised the percentage of correct matches from 20-30 percent to around 70-80 percent.
THE ROR ALGORITHM

Problem Definition and Terminology
Given two perspective views of a static scene, we associate a world coordinate system with each view in the standard fashion: the origin is at the center of projection and the z axis is the viewing direction. The two coordinate systems are related by a rotation and a translationt as usual:
Àt. We assume the focal length f of the camera is known.
The correspondence algorithm outputs a set of corresponding points on the two screens
We will sometimes refer to the pairs l i as segments and think of the line segments between the point p i and the point p i (as if the two points were on the same screen). Some of the matches in the scene are false or outliersÐi.e., p i and p i are not the images of the same point in space.
We will shortly use rotations as a method to generate new scenes from the given scene . By this we mean the following: It is well-known that given a certain image, one may reproduce the effect of changing the 3D orientation of the camera. Let us denote the two views by view e and view f. From these two views, we compute the segments s i p i À p i . Let us now rotate view f by to obtain the viewf with the pointsp i . We may now compute the segmentss i p i À p i . Thus, we obtained a rotated scene fs i g from the given scene fs i g.
The ROR Algorithm
The basic idea for rejecting false matches is simple and may be demonstrated by looking at Figs. 1a and 1b. In these figures, we plotted the segments fs i g by plotting the points fp i g and f p i g on the same screen and joining them by a line. Fig. 1a depicts point matches between two images e and f which are related by a certain translation and rotation of the camera. Fig. 1b depicts matches between image e and imagef which was obtained from image f by rotation. Clearly, one can see that in this case, the segments are all pointing at approximately the same direction. A segment that would point in a different direction is likely to be a false match or an outlier.
We exploit the following idea: Given two images e and f with point correspondences, one may rotate the image f to obtain an imagef such that the point correspondences between e andf will create segments which point at the same direction. Incorrect matches between the two images will lead to segments which do not point at that direction. Thus, we may identify the incorrect matches by identifying deviation of the segment direction from the most frequent direction.
We now present the ROR (rejection of outliers by rotations) algorithm. We will explain the different steps of the algorithm in the following section.
ROR Algorithm Define as ªgoodº rotations only the first q rotations in that order. Let q denote the indices of the ªgoodº rotations. 4. For each feature i, compute the average distance of the segment containing the feature from the mode:
Compute the mode of the average distances " d i . 6. Increase by a small constant and use it as a threshold on the average distances " d i . The correct matches are those segments s i such that " d i for some fixed . The computation of the mode of the distribution of segment directions is done by using the Mean Shift Mode Estimator [6] , [3] and a technique described in [4] for avoiding local maxima.
GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF THE ROR ALGORITHM 3.1 3D Interpretation of the Directions of Segments
In this section, we will explain the reasoning behind the algorithm which was presented in the previous section. We first relate the directions that the line segments point at to some characteristic of 3D feature vectors. Then, we reason by using the 3D vectors.
Working with 3D Feature Vectors
Let s i p i À p i denote the ith segment. By direct computation,
Let" i denote the 3D vector
We can see that the projection of" i on the xy plane is orthogonal to the vector s i . From this, we immediately obtain: Claim: Suppose we are given two corresponding pairs p i Y p i and p j Y p j . These pairs give rise to the segments s i p i À p i and s j p j À p j . Then, the angle between the vectors s i Y s j is equal to the angle between the xy projections of" i and" j . Let g denote the projection of the set f" i g on the xy plane. g is a ªcloudº of points. We may now derive the following conclusion (see Fig. 2 ).
Conclusion: The maximal angle between any two segments s i and s j representing correct matches, is equal to the angle at which the set g is viewed from the origin.
We now want to express the points in the set g as the sum of certain expressions. Assume the rotation acts on a vector by rotating it around the axis k at an angle . Then, by Rodriguez's formula [5] , we have
We apply this formula toṽ À t and after some manipulations obtain"
Let us denote the four terms in (6) by
Each vector" i is the sum of these four vectors. The xY y projection of" i is the ith point in the set g. This point is the sum of the xY y projections of each of the four terms.
Small Angular Width of g
We will now reason why, in some cases, the set g is likely to occupy a small angular region when viewed from the origin. By the conclusion above, in these cases, all the inlier segments point in the same direction. This characteristic behavior of the inliers allows us to differentiate them with respect to the outliers. The set g is the xy projection of the 3D points " i as in (6) . The vectors k and t are fixed and the point changes ( i ). Let us now suppose that k is a vector in the xy planeÐ k k x Y k y Y H t . Let us also assume the points i have a dominant component. This is a reasonable assumption for cameras which are not with an exceptionally wide field of view. Fig. 3 shows the xy projections of the four terms g I Y F F F Y g R defined in (7), for a typical set f" i g.
The long straight line (marked by pluses) is the projection of g P : all the points are in the direction of the xy components of kÐi.e., k x Y k y . The scalars multiplying k are sin i Á i À t. As the points i vary, these scalars are of order y P and, thus, have large variability, leading to a long line. Let us now look at the first term:
If we assume ) Y and that t z does not dominate t x Y t y , we obtain
Indeed, we may see in the figure that the term g I gave rise to a second, shorter line (marked by circles) which is in the fixed direction Àt y Y t x t . The scalars multiplying that vector are of order y and, hence, the variability is not as large as the in the previous term, resulting in a shorter line. The projections of the third term are shown by xs and are seen to be near the origin, i.e., small in magnitude. This is a result of the assumption that k has no component and that the dominant component in the i s is in the direction: the scalar Á k is a factor reducing the magnitude of g Q .
The fourth term g R is
and under the assumption k z H its projection on the xy plane is
Hence, it is a line orthogonal to the projection of g P , but much shorter. This line may be seen in the figure (marked by dots) . The set g (marked by asterisks) is the vector sum of the four terms described above and, hence, is dominated by the sum of the is the projection of g P term. Â is the projection of g Q term.
. is the projection of g R term.
Ã is the point in g (sum of the four terms).
two terms g I Y g P (see Fig. 3 ). As we saw, the term g P is the dominant term and gives rise to a straight line passing through the origin. The direction of this line depends only on the rotation and is equal to k x Y k y t . The term g I gives rise to a set that is approximately a straight line, too, although this line is shorter. We saw that the direction of this line depends only on the translation and is Àt y Y t x t .
If the directions of these two lines happen to be equal, the set g will be virtually contained in a line passing through the origin and, hence, will have a nearly zero angular width. Note that the translation is fixed and we have no control over it. However, we may apply different rotations and, thus, have some control of the direction of the longer line resulting from the term g P (see Fig. 3 ). In addition to specifying the optimal rotation axis, we should also specify the rotation angle around this axis. The choice of an optimal angle is affected by a large number of factors, including the translation vector and the depths of the points. However, it turns out that the range of suitable rotation angles is not very small and, hence, even random search for it will yield reasonable results.
Applying Different Rotations
We have seen that some unknown rotation should be applied to the second image in order to achieve the desired common behavior of the correct matches. This unknown rotation is found by applying u random rotations k to the second image. Some of these rotations (by pure chance) will give a rotation with the desired characteristics. This is Step 2 in the algorithm. The main question is how to identify these ªgoodº rotations. The approach we use is to identify these rotations by the characteristic which makes these rotations ªgood.º We know that in the rotations which are suitable for our purpose, the inliers all point at the same direction. Thus, we expect a peak in the histogram of directions. The sharper the peak, the better we expect the rotation to be. In Step 2a of the algorithm, we find the peak of the histogram of directions.
Step 2c then checks how sharp the peak is. In Step 3 of the algorithm, we choose those rotations in which the peak was the sharpest.
Having identified the proper rotations, we now compute for each segment p i Y p i its average distance from the peak of the histogram. To be more precise, each segment p i Y p i gives rise to a rotated segment p i Yp k i for the kth rotation. We measure in Step 2b how far the direction of this segment is from the frequent direction m k . Then in Step 4, we average these measurements, but we take into account only the measurements from the ªgoodº rotations. For inliers, we expect all these measurements to be small, and for outliers, we expect these measurements to be more uniformly distributed with large values.
Based on the averages of these measurements, we want to decide which are the inliers by thresholding. The averages of inliers are all small and close to each other. On the other hand, the averages of outliers are larger and more widely dispersed. Thus, when we look at the distribution of the values these averages obtain, we see a peak corresponding to the inlier average value. We choose the threshold according to this peak value as done in Steps 5 and 6 of the algorithm.
Additional Remarks
At this point, we would like to make some additional remarks.
As is evident, our algorithm relies on common behavior of the inliers which creates peaks in certain distributions. In order for this to happen, we need some ªcritical massº of inliers in the original population. Fortunately, it turns out that this ªcritical massº does not have to be very high: even a low percentage of inliers such as 15-30 percent is sufficient, as will be shown in the next section.
Note that the complexity of our algorithm is determined by the complexity of finding the proper rotation. This complexity is constant with respect to the percentage of outliers. This is a fundamental difference with respect to other approaches such as RANSAC, where the complexity rises significantly with the percentage of outliers. In cases where the percentage of outliers is high, RANSAC may not be applicable because of its complexity, while our approach may still work.
Last, we would like to emphasize that the rotation we are searching for is not the unknown rotation between the two original views. In other words, we are not performing rotation compensation. Fig. 4 shows an example in which the two views are related by pure translation. In this case, no rotation compensation is required at all. Still, by applying the ªgoodº rotation found by the algorithm, we obtain approximately parallel segments.
RESULTS
The ROR algorithm was tested both on synthetic and on real images. We briefly describe the results obtained on synthetic images and then present results with real images. A more complete description of the simulation results may be found in [2] .
Each synthetic image pair contained 30-45 inliers and 100-140 outliers, thus reaching approximately 70-80 percent contamination of outliers. For each scenario defined below, we generated 100 image pairs on which the algorithm was tested.
The basic scenario was the one in which the 3D points had xY y coordinates in the range ÀSHY SH and the depth was in the range ISHY QHH (the focal length is 1). This corresponds to a half field of view of approximately 18 degrees, which is reasonable. The rotation between the two screens was obtained by choosing randomly the roll, pitch, and yaw angles to be between 0 and 20 degrees. The z component of the translation was in the range ISY RS and was multiplied by -1 with probability 0.5. The xY y components of the translation vector were computed from the z component and the focus of expansion which was chosen randomly in the square ÀHXQY HXQ Â ÀHXQY HXQ.
We will consider two probability distributions for each scenario. The first is the probability that an inlier will be mistakenly classified as an outlier. The second is the probability that an outlier will indeed be identified and rejected. Fig. 5a shows the Cumulative Distribution Function(CDF) of these two distributions, as obtained from 100 pairs from the basic scenario. One may see that the probability that no more than QH percent of the inliers will be mistakenly rejected is around UH percent. On the other hand, the probability that less than WH percent of the outliers will be rejected is only around IS percent. From the graphs, we see that in this scenario we have a very high probability that nearly all the outliers will be rejected and a good chance that SH percent or more of the inliers will not be rejected.
In Section 3, we have discussed the need to assume that the 3D points have a dominant component. Figs. 5b and 5c show the results we obtained from two scenarios which differ in this respect. Fig. 5b shows the results for a scenario in which we changed the depths of the points to be in the range QHHY RSH instead of the range ISHY QHH as in the basic scenario. The results are clearly better than in the basic scenario. Fig. 5c shows that when the depth is in the range SHY IHH then the algorithm does not work well.
In other scenarios, we have checked the effects of variability in depths, direction of translation, and magnitude of translation. Because of space limitations, we refer the reader to [2] for a description of these results.
The results we have just described were obtained by running the algorithm with the following values for its parameters (see Section 2.2). The number of random rotations was u IHHH. From them, we have chosen the best q SH rotations. The width of the window in the MSM algorithm is AEUXS deg . The threshold was increased by I deg . The percentage q which is used in Step 2c was 33 percent.
Real Images: Our algorithm was tested on several image pairs taken in our lab. At first, we ran a very simple matching algorithm. The algorithm extracts features using the SUSAN [11] algorithm, and then tries to match these features using a simple SSD cue. The results of this simple matching algorithm are not of high quality: only 15-30 percent of its matches are correct. Fig. 6 shows some of the image pairs on which the algorithm was tested. Table 1 summarizes the results of running ROR on the real images and the matches found by the SSD matcher. Most of the outliers were rejected and the rejection rate of the inliers was almost always low. Notice that the outlier rejection rate was usually above 80 percent, while the inlier rejection rate was usually less than 20 percent. Fig. 7 summarizes these results by showing the empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the rejection rates for outliers and for inliers. As may be seen, the probability distributions describing the rejection rates for outliers and for inliers, are clearly different. For example, we may see that the chance that more than 80 percent of the outliers will be rejected is roughly 80 percent, while the chance that less than 20 percent of the inliers will be rejected is over 80 percent.
We remark that the algorithm currently uses random search. In order to reduce the variability in results, we employed 10 runs (of 1,000 rotations each), and took the majority vote for each match. On a SUN Sparc this took 5 to 10 seconds (depending on the number of features).
As an example of the inner workings of the algorithm, we present data from one of the image pairs. We have ordered the 238 features such that the 54 correct matches will be at the beginning, and the false matches will follow. Fig. 8a shows the average distance of each segment direction (d k i in the earlier notation) from the mode direction, where the average is taken over all u IY HHH rotations. It may be seen that there is a difference between the inlier segments and the outliers: compare the graph up to x SR and beyond. After we choose the q SH ªgoodº rotations, this difference becomes much clearer. This may be seen in Fig. 8b which is a plot of the average distance " d i , where the average is taken only on good rotations. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented a novel method for rejecting false matches between two images. We have exploited the fact that we may perform (by software) a rotation of the camera and by doing that we have built many image pairs with matching points. We have shown that in some of these image pairs the correct matching points create line segments that point in approximately the same direction. By using the Mean Shift Mode algorithm, we were able to find those segments that do not point in the mode direction and classify them as false matches.
Our algorithm rejects mostly outliers and (unfortunately) a small number of correct matches. We have shown that under rather wide conditions, the algorithm succeeds and rejects a very significant portion of the outliers, while keeping most of the inliers. Since the algorithm does not manage to reject 100 percent of the outliers, robust estimation algorithms may still be needed for the application in mind.
We therefore suggest using the ROR algorithm as a preprocessor before employing further robust estimators:
.
Use of the ROR may lower the percentage of outliers from an unacceptable percentage to a percentage below the breakpoint of the robust estimator to be used later on. Thus, by using ROR, we may clear the way for use of robust estimators in situations in which these estimators were previously useless. .
By reducing the percentage of outliers, ROR may significantly reduce the time required by robust algorithms, which are based on random sampling. We have made the code for the algorithm available for research purposes [1] .
Our current work addresses the following issues: The first is the rotation of the first image in addition to the second image. This idea is expected to further widen the scope of scenarios under which the algorithm is useful. We are also interested in understanding which are those outliers that are not rejected and what characterizes the inliers that do get rejected. Another interesting line of work is to use information gathered by our algorithm to gain some knowledge about the camera motion between the two original views. For example, should the mode direction approximate the perpendicular direction to the focus of expansion?
